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Get the insights you and your LPs need,
with eVestment portfolio intelligence.
Powered by: eVestment TopQ

Each quarter you receive a mountain of questions on portfolio performance from investors and internal teams,
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whether in or out of fundraising. Your
spreadsheet-based
track record takes hours, if not days, to interrogate
for the answers. Valuable time is spent finding answers instead of building relationships with investors. And
the risk of an error creeping into reporting weighs on you.
The eVestment TopQ platform enables you to streamline and standardize your analytics workflows, get
stakeholders the information they need more efficiently, and turn portfolio data into portfolio intelligence to
catalyze your fundraising and investor relations efforts.

Standardize. Streamline.

Upload cash flow data to instantly
calculate your deal-level track record.

Manage. Secure.

Create a single source of truth
across your firm.

Analyze. Leverage.

Use a suite of tools to analyze,
benchmark and report on your data.

GPs use TopQ to
Enhance data integrity and mitigate risk
Calculate all your deal and fund performance metrics on a consistent and standardized basis using our automated
calculation engine. Slice and dice performance with pre-defined, but configurable, analytics to avoid risks of errors in
analysis or reporting.
Achieve operational excellence
Streamline processes for calculating, analyzing and reporting on deal and fund performance data to make your teams
more efficient and effective. Leverage leading data visualization techniques on your portfolio to gain deeper insights and
fuel decision making.
Empower investor relations & fundraising
Equip client-facing teams with the insights they need to know the firm’s portfolio better than the LPs, and enable them to
proactively use data to create a robust and compelling pitch to LPs.
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The Power of eVestment TopQ
Technical Brief
TopQ is a SaaS-based portfolio intelligence tool purpose-built for the private markets. By combining powerful automation
in portfolio return calculations and intuitive analytics tools, TopQ enables GPs to streamline workflows, gain new insights
to empower positioning, and mitigate against reporting errors.

Key Capabilities
Automated Performance Calculation

Fund and Deal-Level Analysis

Upload cash flow data alongside fund and deal
parameters to calculate a fully interactive
dashboard of performance metrics and analysis.
A flexible import template ensures efficiency
and the application’s intelligent import wizard
flags potential errors to ensure data accuracy
and integrity.

Dynamically slice and dice performance at both the
fund and deal level using a variety of quantitative
and qualitative parameters, including Fund,
Geography, Sector, Entry Multiple, Vintage Year
and many more. Leverage sophisticated analytics
techniques including Fee Bridges, Deal Attribution,
Loss Ratios, Valuation Bridges and much more.

Data Management and Auditing

Portfolio Modeling

Store your history of performance data in a secure,
centralized repository and control who has access.
Access audit trails to identify who has viewed data
and when. Archive past “as of” track record dates
to ensure a single source of truth and mitigate
version control issues.

Model the performance of unrealized investments
to project the impact on your fund and track
record. Amend the TVPI, Valuation and/or Exit Date
of each investment to run a scenario analysis of
overall fund performance.

Multi Period Analysis
Link your latest reporting period data to previous
periods to quickly and easily identify the biggest
movers, new deals and realization changes across
a time-frame. Identify trends in your portfolio, and
view J-Curves for funds and deals.

Public Market Analysis & Peer Benchmarking
Benchmark performance to public market indices
in the Public Market Equivalent (PME) module.
Choose from all key calculation methodologies
and over 200,000 indices to benchmark against.
Create custom weighted benchmarks to tailor your
analysis to suit your preferences or respond to
investors’ requests.
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